• Study tour as part of ECO 300 and FIN 315 Summer II enrollment – required courses for most Bryan majors!
• No added vaccinations or special travel visas needed – passport is required however!
• Mandatory pre-departure meetings will be held during both Fall 2016 & Spring 2017 semesters
• Students and tour faculty stay at University College Dublin
• Direct access to UNCG faculty
• LEAP Transportation card gives you access to all Dublin transportation
• Participants will be expected to purchase required books
• Focus on Innovation and Health Care Economics

How do I apply?

Go to this link: http://studyabroad.uncg.edu/?go=BryanIreland

Program Costs: $3500
Program costs include all excursions, lodging, instruction, all Dublin transportation and airport transfers, meal card.

Additional Costs
Est. Airfare: $1100
Spending Money: $300

Deposit of $400 due 12/1
-$1350 due February 1
-Balance or proof of sufficient financial aid due April 1

ALL DEPOSITS ARE NONREFUNDABLE. UNCG RESERVES THE RIGHT TO CANCEL OR ALTER THE PROGRAM FORMAT OR CHANGE THE COSTS IN CASE OF CONDITIONS BEYOND ITS CONTROL. STUDENTS WHO WITHDRAW FROM THE PROGRAM AFTER MARCH 15, WILL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR NONRECOVERABLE COSTS IN ADDITION TO THE NON-REFUNDABLE $400 DEPOSIT. CURRENCY CHANGES COULD CAUSE AN INCREASE IN TRIP COSTS.

BRYAN ABROAD:
IRELAND - SUMMER 2017

There will be daily visits to both area businesses and governmental organizations that are part of the Irish business environment. Our visits will focus on the international economy and financial management systems in Ireland and the European Union.

Both Dublin City and the University College of Dublin will be a very comfortable environment to learn and understand local business, culture and customs of Ireland and their people. Travel Support may be provided to students that qualify! Email Dr. Taube at ltraube@uncg.edu.

Among the Activities Included in This Course

• Four weeks (6/22 to 7/21) of online instruction followed by two weeks in Ireland (7/23 to 8/5) with visits to firms to discuss Irish efforts in Health Care Economics and Innovation
• Analyze the Impact of Brexit on the Irish Economy
• Visit to Dublin Stock Exchange
• Ethical and Sustainable practices at Dublin area firms
• Service-Learning Sustainability project at University College of Ireland and in Dublin
• Multiple opportunities for cultural learning and discussion with experts on the Irish Culture and History.
• Weekend tour to scenic and historical Irish sites
• Nature tour, plus time to relax and explore Ireland
• Additional historical and cultural tours and activities
Ireland is a nation of 6.4 million people and is part of the United Kingdom. Ireland hosts some of the most beautiful scenery in the entire world. Learn about the Land of the Celts and the Invasions of the Normans and the English! This country and their people have rich traditions which can only be appreciated through experience.

Because of its surging economy, Ireland hosts some of the most advantageous business opportunities in the world.

Questions?
Dr. Larry Taube
ltaube@unCG.edu

Dr. Jeff Sarbaum
jksarbau@unCG.edu